
From: David Lew 

To: Gregory Cranston, Michael Modes, Wayne Schmidt 

Date: Thu, Jul 27, 2000 6:31 PM 

Subject: Monday and Tuesday Festivities 

I forgot to mention that we should have rebuttal points for the five issues Con Ed/West provided. For 

someone not deeply involved in this inspection, the arguments sound pretty good. We need to have those 

before the pre-panel. Mike, ta d i m the stuff I s n tyu n email from 

Ian if you don't have it alread . nd Cau.s' iA I 

>>> Previously Sent <<< 
We are having a IP2 SDP pre-panel meeting on Monady as my pevious e-mail indicated. I have 

committed all three to be at the Monday meeting, as well as the Tuesday meeting. I would ask you to 

work your personnel schedule around these meetings if there is a conflict.  

Wayne, -We made some last minute changes to your package. I think Mike did a good job beefing up the 

violation, however I am concerned how the specifics will be received by Hub and the technical staff.  

While Hub wants to remain general, when it comes to violations .. it would be very difficult to avoid 

specifics. Touch base with Modes and Cranston and see what they can work out with the technical staff 

tomorrow. I will be at IP2 tomorrow. The stakes seem high ... the SDP panel on Tuesday 1:00 pm will 

be attended by Sam Collins, Jon Johnson, Jack Strosnider, Bill Dean, Hub Miller and others. We 

need to be very crisp in our presentation on Monday and Tuesday. If necessary, we consider coming 

in this weekend. Wayne, let me know what you recommend. At a minimum, let me know your general 

approach will be in presenting the info. If you can email me this. I can come in on Sunday to review. PS.  

I did not get the revised violation and package from Gina, (except for a hard copy), so if you need one you 

can get it from Gina or possibly Wayne Schmidt (I think he was on the email distribution.) As an aside, 

Brian and I spoke with OE (Bill Borchard). He indicated that the App B violations require reasonable 

judgements and that he will likely defer to the technical staff or that judgment. Also, either EPRI, NEI or 

both dropped by headquarters and indicated that Kewaunee and Point Beach are not as bad from a noise 

standpoint as IP2. I not sure I got that latter point totally right, so treat it accordingly.  
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